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Key points
At the present time, based on available information, FAO-WHO-WOAH assess the global public health risk of influenza A(H5N1) viruses to be low, while the risk of infection for occupationally exposed persons is low to moderate depending on the risk mitigation measures in place. Transmission between animals continues to occur and, to date, a limited number of human infections have been reported. Although additional human infections associated with exposure to infected animals or contaminated environments are likely to continue to occur, the overall public health impact of such infections at a global level is minor.

Background
During 2020, high pathogenicity avian influenza (HPAI) A(H5N1) clade 2.3.4.4b viruses arose from previously circulating influenza A(H5Nx) viruses and spread predominantly via migratory birds to many parts of Africa, Asia and Europe. This epizootic event has led to unprecedented numbers of deaths in wild birds and caused outbreaks in poultry. In late 2021, these viruses crossed the Atlantic Ocean to North America and subsequently reached South America in October 2022. Over the past few years, there have been increased detections of A(H5N1) viruses in non-avian species globally including wild and domestic (companion and farmed) terrestrial and marine mammals, with recent cases in livestock in the United States of America (USA). The majority of A(H5N1) viruses characterized genetically since 2020 belong to the haemagglutinin (HA) H5 clade 2.3.4.4b, with some regional exceptions. Other circulating A(H5N1) viruses belong to clade 2.3.2.1a or 2.3.2.1c or fall within clades that are reported less frequently. Since the beginning of 2021, 35 detections of A(H5N1) virus in humans have been reported to WHO, along with five cases of A(H5) virus detection in persons exposed to A(H5N1) infected animals, presumably A(H5N1) viruses, although the neuraminidase (NA) subtype was unable to be determined due to low viral ribonucleic acid (RNA) loads. Of these human cases where the A(H5) clade is known (n = 31), 17 have been caused by clade 2.3.4.4b viruses.

Considering additional information made available since the previous assessment of 23 April 2024, FAO, WHO, and WOAH jointly updated their assessment here. This update focuses on A(H5N1) viruses characterized since 2021 and covers the risk of zoonotic transmission. Due to the potential risk to human health and the far-reaching implications of the disease on the health of wild bird and other animal populations, using a One Health approach is essential to tackle avian influenza effectively.
Infections in animals

Avian influenza A(H5N1) viruses, especially those of clade 2.3.4.4b, continue to diversify genetically and spread geographically. Since 2022, a broader range of wild bird species has been infected globally which has had deleterious ecological consequences and caused mass die-offs in some bird species.

Additionally, the ongoing virus circulation in wild and migratory birds and poultry has led to multiple separate infections of wild carnivorous and scavenging mammals, domestic cats and dogs, marine mammals, and seabirds in a number of countries. Clade 2.3.4.4b virus infections in mammals in the Americas, Asia and Europe has often resulted in severe disease with neurological signs in some species. In 2024, A(H5N1) viruses have been detected in neonatal goats on a single premises shared with poultry, and in alpacas from a premises where HPAI-affected poultry were depopulated. In March 2024, A(H5N1) virus was detected in unpasteurized milk samples and an oropharyngeal swab from dairy cattle in the USA. Detections of A(H5N1) continued to be reported through testing of dairy cattle showing clinical signs, though detections have also been reported in cattle with no apparent disease. Analyses of sequence data of viruses from infected dairy cows has suggested a single bird-to-dairy cow transmission event of a B3.13 genotype A(H5N1) virus that occurred in late 2023 or early 2024. Thus far, this genotype has not been detected in dairy cattle outside of the USA.
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As of 18 July 2024, 162 dairy cattle herds in 13 states of the USA tested positive for A(H5N1).\textsuperscript{10} Approximately 10 to 15\% of the dairy cows in affected herds showed clinical signs including decreased feed intake, altered faecal consistency, respiratory distress, and decreased milk production with abnormal milk.\textsuperscript{11,12} High infectious viral loads have been detected in raw milk from infected cows, \textsuperscript{13} and examination of post-mortem tissues showed influenza virus antigen was present in the mammary gland and associated lymph nodes. Virus has only been sporadically found in the respiratory tract of infected cattle. Cats that were fed raw colostrum and milk from infected cows showed about 50\% mortality on affected premises in two states in March 2024; those that died had severe systemic viral disease, including severe meningoencephalitis.\textsuperscript{14} Studies have shown the commercial milk pasteurization process inactivates the virus, however raw milk may contain live virus.\textsuperscript{15,16}

The routes and modes of transmission between cattle and the duration of infectious virus shedding in cows are to be defined. Studies of ongoing mammal to mammal transmission between farms seems to be linked to cattle movement although contaminated fomites (e.g., milking equipment, shared transportation vehicles, manure or handling equipment, or on the clothing or footwear of people working or visiting farms) and other mechanical means are other possible routes are currently being investigated.\textsuperscript{17}
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Experimental infection studies of lactating dairy cattle and non-lactating heifers have been initiated and have provided some insight into viral replication kinetics and infection routes.\textsuperscript{18} Studies have indicated that alpha 2,3 sialic acid receptors (avian virus-type) are abundant in certain parts of dairy cattle mammary tissue, consistent with the observation of high viral load in raw milk, as well as in the respiratory tract of dairy cattle.\textsuperscript{19,20}

Transmission of A(H5N1) viruses from cattle into other local mammalian and avian species has also been detected, although the frequency and transmission route(s) remain poorly understood at this time.\textsuperscript{21} The A(H5N1) virus has been detected in cats found dead on or near some of the affected dairy farms and found to be the same virus as detected in cattle.\textsuperscript{22, 23, 24, 25, 26} Additional information can be found in the recently published \textit{FAO EMPRES Watch addressing A(H5N1) influenza in dairy cattle in the United States of America}.\textsuperscript{27}

Regular monitoring and screening of viral sequences has rarely found markers of mammalian adaptation in clade 2.3.4.4b viruses, mainly in the polymerase proteins of the virus. As of 18 July 2024, there are no virus sequences from dairy cattle in the USA that have well-recognized markers in the HA gene associated with a switch in receptor preference despite continued circulation of the virus. Despite this, a recent receptor binding assay study suggest that a A(H5N1) virus from dairy cattle in the USA may be more likely to bind to the type of receptors distributed in the upper
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respiratory tract of humans (alpha 2,6-linked sialic acids) compared to a A(H5N1) virus from 2004. However, these findings have not been replicated by others using different A(H5N1) viruses from dairy cattle or human cases associated with dairy cattle exposure. For example, a separate preliminary study did not find the A(H5N1) virus from the first human case associated with dairy cattle exposure had any binding to alpha 2,6-linked sialic acids and studies with other A(H5N1) viruses from dairy cattle have not observed this trait.

In one human infection associated with exposure to infected dairy cattle, the PB2 E627K mutation was identified which is known to be associated with increased replication in mammalian hosts. Similar markers in polymerase proteins have previously been reported in clade 2.3.4.4b viruses, particularly those isolated from mammals. Constant monitoring is warranted to understand if these changes continue to occur or accumulate over time. Analysis of available A(H5N1) clade 2.3.4.4b virus sequences from avian and mammalian hosts indicate that markers associated with reduced susceptibility to neuraminidase or endonuclease inhibitors are rare.

Other A(H5) virus clades such as 2.3.2.1c and 2.3.2.1a viruses continue to circulate and evolve in poultry in geographically restricted regions. For example, a novel reassortant influenza A(H5N1) virus has been detected in poultry in Cambodia and Viet Nam and was also detected in the human cases reported from Cambodia since late 2023 and Viet Nam in 2024. This reassortant virus has HA and NA genes from clade 2.3.2.1c viruses, while its internal genes belong to clade 2.3.4.4b viruses. Furthermore, clade 2.3.2.1a viruses have been detected in poultry in Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal since their emergence and introduction into South Asia in 2011.

To date, there have been limited reports of transmission of clade 2.3.4.4b viruses between mammals other than the ongoing situation with viral transmission between dairy cattle. Large A(H5N1) virus driven die-offs of marine mammals and infections in multiple fur animal farms (mink, foxes) in
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Finland\textsuperscript{33} and mink in Spain\textsuperscript{34,35} are consistent with likely mammal-to-mammal spread in these instances, although further evidence and research studies are needed.

Experimental studies with A(H5N1) clade 2.3.4.4b viruses have shown variable transmission between ferrets by direct contact, but no or inefficient transmission via respiratory droplets.\textsuperscript{36,37,38,39} Ferrets infected with an A(H5N1) clade 2.3.4.4b virus via the ocular route did experience severe disease and were able to transmit the virus to other ferrets via direct contact; these contact animals also developed severe disease.\textsuperscript{40} Current A(H5N1) viruses would need to undergo further genetic changes to spread efficiently among humans via respiratory droplets, consistent with the current level of risk to public health, which is low.\textsuperscript{41}

**Detections in humans**

Since the beginning of 2021, 35 detections of A(H5N1) virus in humans have been reported to WHO, along with five cases of A(H5) virus detection in persons exposed to A(H5N1) infected animals in the USA and which are likely to be A(H5N1) viruses, although the neuraminidase (NA) subtype was unable to be determined due to low viral RNA levels. Where the HA clade is known (31 cases), 17 have been associated with clade 2.3.4.4b viruses. These 2.3.4.4b cases have been reported to WHO from: China (one in 2022 and one in 2023), Chile (one in 2023), Ecuador (one in 2022), Spain (two in 2022), the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (one in 2021 and four in 2023), and the USA (one in 2022 and five in 2024). Since February 2023, 13 human infections with HPAI A(H5N1) viruses have been reported from Cambodia, viruses from ten of these cases were confirmed to belong to clade 2.3.2.1c. Viet Nam also reported one fatal human infection with a A(H5N1) clade
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2.3.2.1c virus in 2024. A travel-associated human infection with a clade 2.3.2.1a virus was reported in Australia in early 2024.

Since the last joint assessment of April 2024, an additional nine human cases of infection with A(H5) viruses have been reported from the USA in 2024: three in persons with exposure to A(H5N1)-infected dairy cattle and six in persons with exposure while involved in the depopulation of a A(H5N1)-infected commercial poultry farm. Samples from two of the six cases related to poultry depopulation yielded full or partial genomes to confirm A(H5N1) with HA clade 2.3.4.4b. Investigation of the six cases as a point-source outbreak related to this poultry depopulation is underway.

All above-mentioned A(H5N1) human cases reported in Europe and North America, including A(H5) with N1 laboratory-unconfirmed, were either asymptomatic or had mild symptoms ranging from fatigue or conjunctivitis to mild respiratory symptoms. Asymptomatic detections may represent contamination of the respiratory tract or a true infection. One human case detected in China died while the other case was hospitalized with severe pneumonia. The human cases in Chile, Ecuador and Australia (the latter caused by a clade 2.3.2.1a virus) had severe symptoms and recovered. All human cases, except for those reported by Australia and Chile, had known exposure to infected animals either through participation in outbreak response activities or direct exposure to infected animals in farm, backyard holdings or live bird market environments. The most plausible route of transmission of the case from Chile was through environmental exposure, given the large number of deaths in marine mammals and wild birds that were found in the area close to the patient’s residence. The case reported by Australia, which was in an individual with recent travel history to India, had no known exposure to animals at the time of reporting but exposure to animals was likely when the patient travelled; furthermore, virus genetic sequence obtained from the patient’s samples indicated that the HA belonged to clade 2.3.2.1a, which is a clade of viruses circulating in birds in South Asia, but not Australia, and has been detected in previous human infections.

The variation in disease outcome of A(H5N1) patients is likely due to a number of factors, including virus genotype, viral load in the infectious material they were exposed to, duration of exposure, personal protective equipment used at the time of exposure, route of transmission, underlying health conditions and medical care.

Of the 13 human infections with A(H5N1) viruses reported since February 2023 from Cambodia, two had no symptoms and were detected as part of contact tracing, two were mild and the others had more severe disease or were fatal. All reported cases from Cambodia had exposure to infected/sick
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poultry and the case reported from Viet Nam had exposure to wild birds. There was no person-to-person transmission.

**Virus characteristics of human A(H5N1) cases**

Virus sequences from the human cases have not shown markers for reduced susceptibility to neuraminidase inhibitors (antiviral medicines such as oseltamivir) or endonuclease inhibitors (such as baloxavir marboxil). Some of the virus sequences, as seen in other mammalian infections detailed above, have had genetic markers associated with mammalian adaptation, including a variety of substitutions in the PB2 gene segment. These included the sequences of 2.3.4.4b viruses from the human case in Chile in 2023 (PB2 Q591 K and D701N) and the first human case in the USA associated with dairy cattle exposure in 2024 (PB2 E627K). PB2 E627K mutations were also present in sequences from 2.3.2.1c viruses from four cases reported from Cambodia in October and November 2023 and the recent Viet Nam case in 2024.

A seroprevalence study was performed in people with exposures to A(H5N1) infected dairy cattle in Michigan, USA. None of the 35 individuals had detectable neutralizing or HI antibodies against the HA of the A(H5N1) clade 2.3.4.4b virus. Currently, we are aware that other studies are underway, however, it is unclear how many human serologic studies are underway to understand the extent of infection of 2.3.4.4b H5N1 viruses. Based on limited seroprevalence information available on other A(H5) virus subtypes and clades, human population immunity against the HA of H5 clade 2.3.4.4b and clade 2.3.2.1c viruses is expected to be minimal; human population immunity targeting the N1 neuraminidase is expected to be present although the impact of this immunity is yet to be understood.

**Candidate vaccine viruses (CVV)**

The WHO Global Influenza Surveillance and Response System (GISRS), in collaboration with animal health partners (FAO, WOAH, OFFLU (Joint WOAH-FAO network of expertise on animal influenza) and others), continue to evaluate candidate vaccine viruses for pandemic preparedness purposes both bi-annually and on an ad hoc basis. The list of available zoonotic influenza candidate vaccine viruses which include A(H5N1) viruses and potency testing reagents is updated on the WHO website. Regular genetic and antigenic characterization of contemporary zoonotic influenza viruses are published here and an update on clade 2.3.4.4b A(H5N1) viruses identified in dairy cattle in the USA was published here.
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1. **What is the global public health risk of additional human cases of infection with avian influenza A(H5N1) viruses?**

Despite the high number of A(H5N1) clade 2.3.4.4b outbreaks and detections in animals, and human exposures to the virus at the human-animal-environment interface, relatively few human infections have been reported to date.

Of the 35 human cases of A(H5N1) detections reported since the beginning of 2021 and five human cases of A(H5) in 2024, 36 were infections in people exposed to A(H5N1) viruses through direct or indirect contact with infected birds, or contaminated environments, such as live poultry markets or other premises with infected birds. The remaining four cases were infections in people exposed to A(H5N1) virus through direct or indirect contact with infected dairy cattle in the USA. Thus far, among these cases, there has been no reported human-to-human transmission.

Current virologic and epidemiologic information indicate that these viruses remain avian influenza viruses without established adaptations to mammalian hosts and have not acquired the capacity for sustained transmission between humans.

The epidemiological situation has changed with the incursion and ongoing spread of A(H5N1) virus in the USA dairy cattle population. Persons exposed to affected dairy cattle may be in prolonged and close contact with potentially contaminated surfaces and animal products. As long as A(H5N1) viruses continue to be detected in animals and related environments, including unpasteurized/raw milk, further human cases are expected, particularly amongst exposed individuals not wearing appropriate personal protective equipment and/or in environments where mitigation measures are not in place.

Based on currently available information, FAO-WHO-WOAH assesses the global public health risk of influenza A(H5N1) viruses as low. Although additional human infections associated with exposure to infected animals or contaminated environments are likely to occur, the overall current public health impact of such infections at a global level is minor, considering the response, mitigation and control measures. However, while the risk of infection to the general public is low, among persons with exposure to infected birds or mammals or contaminated environments, the risk of infection can range from low to moderate, depending on nature of the exposure, the duration of exposure, the consistent and appropriate use of personal protective equipment, and the use of other response, mitigation and control measures particularly in environments where animals are kept. The risk posed by these viruses requires vigilance and close monitoring. It remains essential that occupationally exposed persons are provided with and trained in the use of personal protective equipment and that mitigation measures to reduce
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animal to animal transmission, animal to human transmission and environmental contamination are in place in affected settings.

2. What is the likelihood of human-to-human transmission of avian influenza A(H5N1) viruses?

There has been no reported human-to-human transmission of A(H5N1) viruses since 2007, although there may be gaps in investigations. In 2007 and the years prior, small clusters of A(H5) virus infections in humans were reported, including some involving health care workers, where limited human-to-human transmission could have occurred; however, sustained human-to-human transmission was not reported.50

The A(H5N1) viruses currently detected in mammals, including in human cases, largely retain genomic and biological characteristics of avian influenza viruses and remain well-adapted to spread among birds. Except for in-host obtained amino acid mutations in polymerase proteins, there is still limited evidence for adaptation to mammals and humans even when transmission in mammals has been suspected.51 No changes in receptor binding tropism have been consistently observed that would increase binding to receptors in the human upper respiratory tract which would increase transmission to and among people. Therefore, human-to-human transmission of the currently circulating A(H5N1) viruses is considered unlikely without further genetic changes in the virus. This is actively being assessed by FAO, WHO, WOAH and partners.

WHO, together with FAO and WOAH, continues to evaluate A(H5N1) viruses closely and will reassess the risk associated with the currently spreading A(H5N1) viruses as more information becomes available.

Further antigenic characterization of A(H5N1) viruses, including in relation to the existing CVVs, and development of specific reagents are being prioritized at the WHO Collaborating Centres and Essential Regulatory Laboratories of GISRS in collaboration with public health, animal health, and veterinary sector colleagues.

Recommended actions

Countries are recommended to:

- increase surveillance efforts for the early detection of A(H5) influenza viruses in domestic and wild birds;
- include infection with an A(H5) influenza virus as a differential diagnosis, in non-avian species, including cattle and other livestock and farmed domestic and wild animal populations, with high risk of exposure to A(H5) viruses;

• report promptly HPAI events in all animal species, including unusual hosts, to WOAH and other international organizations such as FAO;
• share genetic sequences of avian influenza viruses and associated metadata in publicly available databases;
• prevent the introduction and spread of the disease in animals by implementing biosecurity in livestock holdings/premises and along the value chain; and
• employ good production and hygiene practices when handling animal products, and protect persons in contact with suspected/infected animals.

Additional sets of recommendations related to avian influenza viruses with zoonotic potential can be found in:
• WOAH Statement on High Pathogenicity Avian Influenza in Cattle, 8 June 2024.
• FAO recommendations for Global Avian Influenza Viruses with Zoonotic Potential.
• FAO EMPRES Watch entitled ‘A(H5N1) influenza in dairy cattle in the United States of America’.

Additional studies/surveillance, applying One Health principles are warranted, which could provide information to enhance confidence in the risk assessment. These may include serological studies in high-risk animal populations, in high-risk human populations, and epidemiological investigations in interfaces.

It is recommended that Member States, particularly through National Influenza Centres (NICs) and other influenza laboratories associated with GISRS, increase vigilance for the possibility of zoonotic infections. National authorities are recommended to assess the risk among occupationally exposed persons using methods e.g., active case finding and serologic methods, and as well as work with national agencies to understand the exposure to and risk from raw/unpasteurized milk and milk products.

Anyone who may have been exposed to infected or potentially infected animals should be advised to promptly seek health care if they feel unwell, and to inform their health care provider of their possible exposure. Following prompt testing, early and appropriate clinical management should be initiated, and precautionary measures put in place to assess and prevent potential further spread among humans and animals.

Clinicians should also be alerted to potential zoonotic infection in patients with an exposure history to birds or animals especially in areas where A(H5N1) viruses are known or suspected to be circulating in animals but also in areas where surveillance in animals may be limited.

Routine epidemiologic and virologic surveillance for influenza should be conducted ideally year-round using a standard case definition in healthcare facilities according to WHO guidance. Active case finding around suspected and confirmed human cases is critical to determine if there are additional cases or indications of human-to-human transmission.
Timely sharing of information and sequence data from both the human and animal health sectors from all regions should be improved and continues to be strongly recommended and is critical for rapid joint risk assessment. The rapid sharing of virus material with WHO Collaborating Centres of GiSRS is essential to conduct a thorough risk assessment and develop or adjust targeted response measures. The Tool for Influenza Pandemic Risk Assessment (TIPRA) provides an in-depth assessment of risk associated with some zoonotic influenza viruses – notably the likelihood of the virus gaining human-to-human transmissibility, and the impact should the virus gain such transmissibility. TIPRA maps relative risk amongst viruses assessed using multiple elements.\textsuperscript{52} Data pertaining to the risk elements within TIPRA should be generated and shared with WHO.

Procedures to reduce human exposure to birds, livestock, and other mammals infected with or potentially infected with avian and other animal influenza viruses should be implemented to minimize the risk of zoonotic infections. Individuals with activities that involve exposure to infected animals and/or contaminated environments are at higher risk and should take necessary precautions to prevent infection.\textsuperscript{53}

Those who are exposed to potentially infected animals should have access to, be trained in their use under different environmental conditions, and wear personal protective equipment including eye protection.\textsuperscript{54} If they develop respiratory symptoms or conjunctivitis, they should be rapidly tested, and precautionary infection control measures should be put in place to prevent potential further spread among humans and to animals. For detailed guidance on treatment, refer to relevant global and national guidance.\textsuperscript{55}

Some manufacturers have initiated production of an A(H5) vaccine that matches current circulating strains. Although a few countries are procuring vaccine to vaccinate occupationally exposed persons, this is not currently being recommended as a global strategy considering the limited number of human infections with A(H5N1) viruses.

Investigations are ongoing to understand the risk to humans from consuming raw/unpasteurized milk contaminated with A(H5N1) virus. Due to the potential health risks from many dangerous zoonotic pathogens, raw/unpasteurized milk consumption should be avoided. FAO and WHO advise


consuming pasteurized milk. If pasteurized milk is not available, heating raw milk until it boils makes it safer for consumption.56

More information will be available as investigations are actively ongoing in the USA and elsewhere. WHO and GISRS, jointly with FAO, WOAH and OFFLU are working closely together to continuously assess the avian influenza situation. This includes increased surveillance and testing to monitor the evolution and geographic spread of avian influenza viruses, including A(H5N1) viruses, to provide timely and updated joint risk assessments.